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innocence of the Route were protected., until released for
common use, by the Great Will. And they themselves. . . .
They came amongst sparse peoples, uncrowded and at
peace, in the most clement weathers of the known world.
They were few in number, those inhabitants, because they
were the descendants of the handful of sons of Noah who
had escaped the Deluge; they had the whole earth to choose
from for their scattered settlements, so they naturally chose
those regions where life would be easiest and where from
their white clay vessels they could serve out the cream of
the world's food on platters of perfumed wood. . . . Yes,
that. It was the last remains of the Golden Age that Raleigh's
cut-throats happened upon in the island off what is now
South Carolina.
It is not natural for human beings to cut each other's
throats over their food when it is in plenty—or even to
enslave the one or the other in order to ensure its production.
Hunting, fishing, herding, the turning over of an easy soil
in lovely climates are the favourite pursuits of men. Even
the brute creation does not seriously fight over its food
when it is in plenty; only the ant makes captives and robs
them. And the ant is a special and disagreeable case. Thus
warfare and the sack of cities were unthought of.
The traders of Cathay had their wisdoms gathered from
ancient records; they had the pre-diluvian chronicles of
how humanity had behaved in the old days before their
fathers. They knew that men increase and multiply. When
that multiplication reaches a point when nourishment,
goods, and gear cannot any more be produced by easy,
by non-oppressive toil, it will occur to some Columbus to
snatch the food from his neighbour's mouth. He will
slay him if he resist and eventually get together his neigh-
bours to take food by force from foreign cities and to capture
the inhabitants and keep them in chains, working to provide
them with food, beds, aumbries . . . what you will.
The Traders knew that. They had it perhaps by word of
mouth or in the written advice of a Great Man or perhaps
as a mass of commentaries on a Great Man's skilled pro-
nouncements. And knowing that, they set about the tern-

